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ABSTRACT 

 

The distance is the basic definition of several graph parameters 
including center, diameter, radius, total status of the graph, status 
of a vertex, etc. These invariants are examined for cycle�complete 
graphs CnKm. We obtained the general solution to find the status 
of these graphs of any order. These graphs are self centered. The 
construction of such graphs is described and properties are 
studied. Also we have calculated degree of each vertex, 
distribution of vertices by considering their respective status. 
 
Keywords:  radius, diameter, status of the graph, total status of 
the graph, self-centered graph, cycle-complete graph. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Graphs are important tools for 
representing the real world problems. 
Facility location problems deals with the 
location of an emergency centers such as 
hospital, fire station, post office, power 
station and to minimize the response time 
between the facility and location of  possible 
emergency and also to reduce the total travel 
time for the public. These situations deal 
with the concept of centrality. Centrality 
questions are now examined using graphs 
and distance concepts1. 
   For a connected graph of order ‘n’ 
let u, v be any two vertices. The distance 
between two vertices u and v is ����, ��and 

is the length of the shortest u-v path in G, 
which is also called a u-v geodesic. The 
eccentricity e (v) of v is the distance to a 
node farthest from v.  
Thus e (v) = max {d (u,v): u�V}. 2 
 

 The two most commonly used 
parameters of a graph are its radius and 
diameter. The diameter d (G) of a connected 
graph G is the maximum eccentricity of a 
vertex and radius r (G) is the minimum 
eccentricity of a vertex and v is a central 
vertex if e(v)�r(G) and the center C(G) is 
the set of all central vertices2. A graph is 
said to be self-centered if every vertex is in 
the center. Thus in a self centered graph G 
all vertices have the same eccentricity such 
that 
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e (v) � r (G) � d (G), 
 v�V (G).  
 
 Domination number: The minimum 
cardinality of minimal dominating set is 
called domination number and is denoted by 
����. 
      The status s (v) of a vertex v in G is 
the sum of the distances from v to each node 
in G. The total status σ(G) is the sum of all 
status values of all the vertices of a graph. 
 
Cycle�complete graph [����]: 
 
 In this paper we study the ‘cycle-
complete graphs’ and their properties. 
Cycle- complete graph is obtained by taking 
disjoint copies of a cycle of even length and 
a complete graph of any order, and then join 
three consecutive vertices of the even cycle 
to all vertices in the complete graph [8]. For 
a given number n of vertices and m� (n�1) 
of edges, the radius is maximized by the 
cycle-complete graphs. The cycle- complete 
graph was introduced by Vizing8. An 
example is given in the below in figure [1]. 
 

 
Fig. [1] 

 We use the notation CnKm to denote 
the cycle-complete graph, where n�2i, 
where i=2, 3, 4----- is the order of the cycle 
Cn and m�1 is the order of complete graph 
Km.                                          
 
2. RESULTS 
 
Theorem 1: All cycle�complete graphs are 
self centered. Converse is not true. 
 
Proof: For all self centered graphs radius is 
equals to diameter. Let ��be the cycle 
where� � 2� where i=2, 3,4-------. Let �� 
be the complete graph where � � 1.The 
order of the cycle-complete graph is (� �
�). Eccentricity of every vertex in Cn is 

�

�
 

[2]. Now, eccentricity of m vertices of Km is 
1.Cycle–complete graph is obtained by 
joining 3 consecutive vertices of ��  to all the 
vertices of  ��. Further the distance between 
m vertices to three vertices of �� is one and 
(n�3) vertices are at distance greater than 
one. For example consider the following 
cycle�complete graph C4K2 Fig [2]. 
 

 
   C4K2 

 
Fig [2] 
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Illustration: 
 
 In figure [2] eccentricity of m 
vertices to (n�3) vertices=1�[eccentricity 
(of any   vertex   of ��)�1]     
                                                                      

=1+��

�
 � 1� � 

�

�
 

 
 This implies eccentricity of all the 
vertices of cycle-complete graph� 

�

�
 . 

  Converse is not true. To prove this, 
consider a cycle �� of any length which is 
self- centered but not a cycle�complete 
graph. 
              In the following result we obtained 
the lower bound for total status of CnKm. 
 
Proposition 1: The total status of CnKm 

where n� 2i, where i=2, 3, 4---- is greater   
than or equal to 26. 
 

i.e. σ (G) �26. 
 
 Because the smallest cycle-complete 
graph is C4-K1, and by actual    calculation its 
total status is 26. 
 

Proposition 2: The radius of cycle–
complete graph is half of the length of the 
cycle [8 ]. 
i.e.���� �  �

�
 . 

 

Proposition 3: The dominating number of 
CnKm  where n� 2� ����� ,i=2,3,4------  and 
m� 1 is given by 
 

������� � 1 �  ���

�
!  

 

Where n is the order of the cycle. 
 
Observation 1: For cycle –complete graph 
CnKm 

σ (G) � ����
�

� � 	
�����
�

�
� 

�����
�

��� �

���
�

�  

≥ [O���� � 	

� 
 "����# "������ � "���� 

 
 Since radius is the half the length of 
the cycle.[2] 

σ (G)   ≥ 
�

�
 "���� · "������ � "���� 

σ (G) � �

� 
 �%� � &�#& � � 

Equality holds only for C4K1. 
 
To find the status of the cycle- complete 
graph, algorithm is written as follows: 
 
Algorithm for finding status of cycle- 
complete graph 
1.  Read adjacency matrix C and size ( K) 

value 
2.  Construct K*K regular adjacency 

matrix. 
3.  Construct new graph G i.e. 

(C+K)*(C+K) and generate adjacency 
matrix of G 

 a. Assign C matrix to G matrix 
                               Begin 
               for i  �  0 to C do 
                          for j � 0 to C do 
 
                                G (i, j) = C(i,j) 
                           End 
 

 b. Append the K matrix to G Matrix  
i) Store 0 for non reachable 

vertices and 1 for reachable 
vertices 

ii) Append K*K matrix to the G 
matrix 

4.  Find the degree of each n vertex in the 
newly constructed G graph 

5.  Find the status of each vertex 
 a. Initialize status _counter �  0   
         for every vertex 
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         b. For every vertex i in a graph 
              Begin 
                Initialize Vis [i]  � 0 
 Store the adjacent nodes of vertex i 
into the queue                              
  status_counter = status_ counter + 1 
       End 
 

6.  Find the total status of graph 
        a. For every status in a graph G i.e. 
                 for i  �  0 to (C+K) do 
Total_status = Total_status + status_counter  
[i] 

7.   Display the total status of a graph 
 
 By using the above algorithm we 
can find out the parameters like number of 
maximum degree vertices, number of 
minimum degree vertices and their 
respective degrees, status of every vertex 
and total status of the graph. 
Example is given below. 
 
Example: By referring Fig [2] we can 
construct the adjacency matrix as follows. 

 
Table [1] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By observing the above table we can obtain 
the formulae for total status of the    graphs 
C4Km,C6Km,C8Km etc. by considering the 
status of each node. We can express the 
formulae in terms of n and m or only in 
terms m as follows. 
 
 

Theorem 4: For C4Km ,the total status '��� 
is �� � 9� � 16 
 
 

Proof:        Total status of the graph is the 
sum of the status of each node. 
i.e.σ(G)=(Number of vertices having  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
maximum status) (Their respective status) 
�(Number of vertices having minimum 
status) (Their respective status) 
 
' ��� = 1 · �2� � 4� � �� � 3��� � 4 )   
     
 

'��� � �� � 9� � 16 
 
i.e. for any ����, 
 m� 1 ,we can easily 
obtain the status of the graph by         
substituting order of the complete graph in 
this formula. 
Similarly we can prove for C6Km, C8Km etc 
as follows. 

 A B C D E F     Deg 

A 0 1 0 1 0 

  

0          2 

B 1 0 1 0 1 1          4 

C 0 1 0 1 1 1          4 

D 1 0 1 0 1 1          4 

E 0 1 1 1 0 1          4 

F 0 1 1 1 1 0         4 
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Table [2] shows the number of maximum and minimum degree vertices and their respective 
degrees, status of the nodes and total status of some cycle- complete graphs. 
 

V → vertices          deg(V) → Degree of the vertex     S(V) →Status of the vertex 
 

Graph V               deg(V)     V                   S(V) σ (G) 
C4K1 4                         3 

1                         2 
1                               6  
 4                              5         

26 

C4K2 5                               4 
1                               2     

1                               8 
5                               6  

38 

C4K3 6                               5   
1                               2     

1                             10 
6                               7 

52 

C4Km m+ 3                           m +2 
1                               2       

   1                 (2m+4) 
m+3                   m+4    

 
(2m+4)+( m+3)( m+4) 

C6K1 4                               3                 
3                               2 

1                             12 
3                             11 
4                             10 

74 

C6K2 5                               4 
3                               2 

1                             15                    
2                             13 
5                            11 

96 

C6K3 6                               5                     
3                               2 

1                             18              
2                             15      
6                             12  

120 

C6Km m+3                    m+2 
 
 
3                               2 

1                       3m+9   
2                    (2m+9) 
(m+3)              (m+9)  

(3m+9)+2(2m+9)+(m+3) (m+9) 
 

C8K1 4                               3    
 
 
5                               2 

1                            20 
2                            18 
2                            19 
4                             17 

162 

C8K2 5                               4 
 
 
5                              2 

1                             24 
2                             20 
2                             22 
5                             18 

198 

C8K3 6                               5 
 
5                               2 
 

1                             28 
2                             22 
2                             25 
6                             19 

236 

C8Km m+3                   m +2 
 
5                            2 

1                     4m+16 
2                     5m+32      
(m+3)            (m+16) 

(4m+16)+2(5m+32)+ 
(m+3)( m+16) 

 
 
Theorem 5:  For C6Km ,the total status '��� 
is                                 
'��� � �� � 19� � 54  

Theorem 6:  For C8Km ,the total status '��� 
is                       
'��� � �� � 33� � 128. 
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 By referring above formulae we can 
find out total status of C4Km,C6Km ,C8Km by 
substituting the order of the complete graph. 
Similarly we can find out the formulae for 
CnKm separately which will be difficult for 
large values. So let us find out the general 
formula for finding the total status of CnKm 

as follows. 
 
General Formula to obtain total status of 
cycle-complete graph CnKm of any   
order:  
 

The total status of CnKm is 

'������ � ������

�
� 2 � � �

�
 � &2� �� 

�
�

. 2�
�� �� � �/�� � �� � 3��� � ��

�
�  

Where  i� 0 0, 23� ����
1, 34�����5�&                  (I) 

and for C4Km , the term     6 � � �
�

 � &6� �� 

�
�

. 6�
�� �� � 7/8� = 0 

 

Proof: Consider fig [3]. Let �� be the cycle 
of even length and �� be the complete 

 

 
Fig. [3] 

 
graph of any order. The order of the cycle-
complete graph is (n�&��.By considering the 
status of each vertex we can partition the 
vertices as follows. 
 

1. By the definition of cycle-complete 
graph, three consecutive vertices of 
�� are joined with all the vertices of 
complete graph. Therefore 
(n�3� vertices are at a distance greater 
than one. As n is even so �� � 3� is 
always odd, and there will be one vertex 

whose status will be more than all the 
other vertices i.e. it has maximum status. 
By observing the graph and table, V is 
the only vertex whose status is given by 

 

'�9� � ��������

�
         [i] 

 
2.  Now consider the pair of vertices (v1, 

v11), (v2, v22) ---- (vn, vn1) having same   
status since the cycle is even, we have 
already calculated the status of an vertex 
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and we know that the status of three 
vertices will be less than other vertices 
of the cycle, as they are at distance is 
equal to one from all the vertices of 
complete graph. Therefore status of 
above pair of vertices is given by 

'.�	,
&�		,����  �� ,��	� � 2 �:�

�
 � 2; �� 

�
�

:2�

�
 ��  � �; ��      [ii] 

 

i=0 for C6 and this term vanishes for C4 as 
there will not be pair of vertices after taking 
one maximum status vertex and three 
vertices joined to Km. 
 

3.  The status of three vertices of cycle and 
all the vertices of the complete graph is 
equal. i.e.(m+3) nodes have same status 
which is given by 

' %�� � 3��3��5# � �� � 3� :��

�
� �;[iii] 

 

Finally adding the status of all the vertices 
we get the equation [I] 
 

DISCUSSION 
 

 The construction and study of cycle 
complete graphs gives us the simple 
formulae for finding the distance parameters 
like status and total status of cycle complete 
graph for large ordered graphs. By knowing 
the order of the complete graph we can find 
out total status of any graph. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

 From this research we conclude that 
it is easy to find out status of the each       

vertex, total status of the graph and the 
distance between the vertices. By using 
general formula we can find out total status 
of any cycle - complete graph of any order. 
We can apply this graph model for facility 
location problems.  
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